
 

How to Train Your Customers to Buy From you 
Online 

THRIVE BY DESIGN WITH TRACY MATTHEWS 
“Figure out what works on you because typically there's some resemblance of you as a 
personality and your brand, and your habits are going to be things that resonate with 

your dream customers.” 

You’re listening to Thrive-By-Design business marketing and lifestyle 
strategies for your jewelry brand to flourish and thrive. Let’s get started.  

 
Tracy: Welcome to the Thrive by Design podcast Episode 191. Hello my friends, 

it's Tracy hear and I'm excited to be here to help a sister out or help a 
brother out, and I'm saying this because you know over the past many, 
many years you've been focused on helping designers build their jewelry 
brands, build their product based business, fashion business, it doesn't 
really matter because the information on this podcast is relevant to all 
fashion accessories and products based businesses, although Flourish and 
Thrive Academy has in the past been focused on jewelry brands, I think 
that this information is really relevant, because especially in the jewelry 
industry you hear a lot of times like can you really sell jewelry online.  

                        The answer is yes, you really can sell jewelry online. I was walking to New 
York Now show, I just recorded a podcast with Robin, which is coming up 
in a couple of weeks, and throughout that show I was talking with some of 
our grads and you know we like to visit our designers who have either 
been through our programs or who have worked with us in some way 
shape or form, and there's a couple of designers that I've spoken to, and 
my first question is always, "How is business?" 

                        You know someone well trained by a Flourish and Thrive Academy person 
like me or Robin and they're always going to say it's great, but you know, 
we are digging into the real numbers of things. The reason I say that is 
because success is really about mindset, and I used to remember when I 
would do shows, the people who are moping around their booth and 
having terrible show typically were the ones who were having a terrible 
show because they put that out there. I remember someone taught me 
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this trick that even if the show wasn't great that you always acted super 
positive and stayed focused on what was going well, because you never 
know, it's not over till it's over, there's always an opportunity to recoup the 
relationships and recoup orders after the show's even over. There's 
nothing worse than walking by a booth with a mopey person in it because 
it really repels customers. 

                         That's a little side bar tip for y'all. But anyway, I was walking in Colleen 
Mauer's booth, and Colleen's a really successful designer. She's doing 
fantastic. She has what we call here a trifecta business. She sells in person, 
she does like really select retail shows, she also has a storefront where she 
has a co-op space, she sells wholesale, she has a very robust wholesale 
business, and she has a really strong e-commerce business. When I was 
asking her how her sales were and she was like, "Well it's interesting, you 
know, certain parts of the business are down a little bit, but you know, 
online is up." which I thought was great, and so I asked her what she really 
attributed that success to.  

                         She said, "I've learned how to train my customers to buy online." Same 
thing with another designer of ours, Karina Harris, she's been doing in 
person shows for a long, long time, she was in our mastermind program 
years ago, took Laying the Foundation, and really worked on building her 
direct to consumer business because she knew she didn't want to do 
wholesale. She really took the approach of doing these in person shows 
and used that as a leverage point, in person shows in a retail experience 
says to build her online sales. This last year she did phenomenal numbers 
in her online sales. Then I was speaking at a summit on a panel a while 
back and moderating another panel, and one of the people that I was 
moderating was a brand called Carbon and Hyde, I'm working on getting 
out on the show actually. They have a fine jewelry line and it's beautiful, 
they do most of their sales direct to consumer and some wholesale as 
well. 

                         The one thing that really threaded through all these experiences with 
different types of designers, with different types of brands, you know, 
Colleen's really handmade brand, Karina's more like a fashion jewelry 
company, and Carbon and Hyde is a fine jewelry company. The one thing 
that they all said, I'm like, "How did you do it?" They're like, "It took time, 
but we had to train our customers to buy from us online." So this is the 
theme today, yes, you can sell jewelry online, but a lot of it has to do with 
learning how to train your customers, and the one thing that I see most 
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designers who are not having success in this area, the real big struggle 
about it is that they aren't focused on the right things and they're getting 
too caught up working in their business that they can't decipher the right 
activities that they actually should be doing to build their online business 
with their customers. Sometimes people make it so complicated, they 
don't really know what to do and. We have this designer who is a coach of 
ours, her name is Chelsea Farmer, she has a company called Horse 
Feathers Gifts, and she's one of our SOS coaches.  

                         She is someone who has done such an incredible job creating an amazing 
user experience for her customers, she sells really pretty much and low 
jewelry I would say. I don't think she has things that are much more than 
$100, but a lot of her like bread and butter items are between $25 and $50. 
She has done, she's like told me one time, "I'm afraid to send out an email 
because we're going to get so many orders I don't know what to do." So I 
want to know, like would you want to have that problem in your business 
where you get so many orders in a good way that every time you send out 
an email people respond and they know what to do because you've 
created a community around your brand and you've trained people to buy 
from you online? Is it a heck yes? I hope so.  

                         So if you're interested in learning more about this concept, I'm going to go 
through some high level stuff here on the podcast because obviously we 
only have 30 minutes, we're going to be hosting a workshop here starting 
at the end of April at Flourish and Thrive, and if you're interested in 
hearing more about that it's about how to train your customers to buy 
from you online. I am going to teach you how to transition in person 
customers, wholesale customers and just about anyone else who interacts 
with you into a customer of yours online.  

                         Now what I'm going to tell you is this is not an overnight pill, this is not a 
magic pill I should say or an overnight success type of thing, you will get 
results immediately if you start doing what I tell you to do and work in the 
workshop fully. This is really a long game. It takes time to build these 
relationships online, unless you have a big budget or money behind you 
where you can run specific ads and you have a marketing team that is 
developing pretty solid sells funnels, and you have money to invest in it 
and you're DIY-ing it. It will take a little bit of time but it is so worth it once 
you figure this out. This is an extension of our SOS program but if you are a 
member of the Flourish and Thrive community or you're someone who 
has a jewelry business of any type and you're trying to connect with more 
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people online, I'd love to invite you to inquire about this, spaces are very 
limited and we've already sold a bunch of spots just behind the radar. 

                         So because it's so low key what I'm going to do is send you over to you 
FlourishThriveAcademy.com/TrainMyCustomers, that's 
FlourishThriveAcademy.com/TrainMyCustomers and you can fill out an 
application and we'll get you on the phone and talk to you to see if this is a 
good fit for you. Basically the workshop is going to last about eight weeks 
and I say probably is because I typically add on a little bit more support at 
the end. We're going to have implementation at the beginning of the 
week, workshops and implementation at the beginning of week, follow up 
call at the end of the week for that eight week period. We'll likely have 
implementation week so you can catch up, while coaches there helping 
you get things done and it's going to be a blast. So I'd love to invite you to 
join us for this, head on over to 
FlourishThriveAcademy.com/TraniMyCustomers and get all the details 
there. 

                         Anyway, I am really, really excited because I... The reason why this whole 
thing came about is I was talking with some of our students who've been 
really working on their online presence and they're not moving the needle 
and I been able to pinpoint some of the reasons why, and the reasons why 
is that they're not really working on the right things. They are relying on 
their old bad habits to get the sales in with their business. One of the 
people I was talking to recently sold like $8000 on Etsy, $7000 on Etsy and 
she's trying to transition those customers into online sales, and her offer to 
try and transition them in my opinion wasn't really strong enough. She 
hadn't been spending a lot of time doing it, she just started doing this like 
a month or two before, and she only has, she is a very small number of 
people on her email list, just about 76, and she's not sending out emails, 
and not doing any of the grassroots things that are actually the beginning 
phases of being able to build your email list. 

                         There is another designer who completely crushed it in January, she 
spends most of her time doing in person shows and she's stressed out, 
she's exhausted, she's pulled between doing wholesale orders and in 
person shows and she really wants to leverage the power of online, but 
she's so busy that she doesn't take the time to really focus on the online 
part of the business, and so instead of sending out newsletters that are 
actually going to sell her product, she goes to or go to and sends out these 
long epic informational newsletters that aren't, don't have strong calls to 
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action and people don't buy from them, and then she gets frustrated and 
thinks this won't work for me. If any of this resonates, I would love to know 
from you. Then I was talking to another designer who said that her natural 
state is overwhelmed and anxious and it's easier to be in that place than 
to actually calm down for a minute and focus on actually trying to find a 
way to get help to get out of that space of being stuck in the rat race. She 
does a lot of, also does a lot of in person shows, she's more of an art 
jeweler working with galleries, but because she feels like, "Well I do such 
low volume, I maybe sell 10 pieces, but that can be an awesome show, I 
don't collect that many email addresses."  

                         I'm going to walk you through some easy ways to really start from a 
baseline, lowest hanging fruit direction to help you get more customers 
buying from your website and so that you can continue building every 
single year and training people to actually buy from you online. We're so 
lucky in this day and age because it's really easy, I think it's really easy as a 
business owner to fall back into what we know and when we're busy and 
our business is growing and hear this all the time.  

                        There's always that tipping point, especially when you kind of cross the six 
to multiple six figure range, when you're from like $100,000-200,000 
because typically those people are so used to doing everything on their 
own, they don't know how to really ask for help and then when they hire 
help they don't want to train the people that come in and work and so 
they don't have a really good basically experience hiring people, and it's 
frustrating, they don't like managing people and then they're like, "Okay, 
what do I do next. Why is this not working? This won't work for me." And 
that's like the thing, like "it won't work for me", it's that it's not that it won't 
work for you, it's just that you need to rethink your approach to running a 
business and think about how you can maximize your time. 

                         The first thing that I want to talk about is the basics of what we kind of 
teach on the marketing scorecard for getting sales online, I'm just going 
to walk through it really quickly. Really starts with your website and your 
branding, you need to have certain assets in place, your website needs to 
be designed in a certain way. If you've taken our Laying the Foundation 
course you know that you need solid product, you need to have a 
signature style and that you need to have really good photography, and 
there needs to be strong calls to action on everything that you do. On your 
website in five different places including the home page there should be 
at least five different types of opt ins, it might be the same opt in all the 
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places although I would recommend testing different ones in different 
places on your website. You need to be building your email list with an opt 
in, and it's not "join my newsletter", it's like "sign up for my VIP group", "get 
free shipping on your first order of X amount or more", "sign up for insider 
access", it really depends on your brand because if you're an established 
brand, handing out a discount might work, although it's not my, or free 
shipping might work, but if people don't know and they land on your site 
and they're not ready to buy, discounts typically don't work because why 
would someone want to sign up for a discount if they're not ready to order 
your product. You have to be really clever and creative on the things that 
you offer, and this is why it's important to offer multiple types of opt ins all 
over your site so you can start collecting email addresses and get out of 
your comfort zone. 

                         The second step to this is really marketing, and the best way to market, 
most of people think of marketing they think of posting on social media, 
those are secondary ways. The most a valuable way that you can market 
to actually get sales on your website is through emailing, we're going to 
talk about all this later. I'm just walking you through the marketing 
scorecard.  

                         And then when you start to compound on that, you know, you work on 
more in-depth search strategies like SEO, Pinterest strategy, you might 
work on getting like PR and exposure, maybe working with influencers 
and then the next tier about marketing scorecard might have to deal with 
paid traffic, so you might be paying for Facebook ads, paying for 
promoted pins on Pinterest, you might be doing things like Google 
keywords if that makes sense for you or Google keywords in a local area if 
you have a local business, and then you start to scale and the way that you 
start to scale is by automating, setting up, and it's not necessarily in this 
order, setting up sales funnels that like work for you on autopilot and 
remembering to continue to drive traffic to those opt in and to keep 
getting people into your funnel building that know like and trust factor 
through the awareness phase, the brand awareness.  

                         If you don't know the stages of awareness in marketing, there is I know 
unaware of your brand, somewhat aware and then very aware of your 
brand, and you need to get people to that very aware stage before they're 
actually going to buy. So when you're running paid traffic and ads in these 
things that actually costs money, you need to be thinking strategically 
about when you're doing this, because ads are not the first thing that you 
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want to do, it's this grassroots stuff that you do to train people to actually 
buy from you using the right tools and getting the right things in place. 

                        So the next step of this is tracking metrics, which I think a lot of people 
miss and checking out your analytics, these are things that need to start 
way back in that first phase and you need to be hooked in the first phase, 
but one mistake that people make is that they try a bunch of things, they 
don't try it for long enough and then they just say it won't work for them 
or they try something that worked well and they never do it again. And 
they don't pay attention to this because they're not really checking or 
watching the metrics of what they're doing.  

                         So these are all parts of this like marketing scorecard of how you're doing, 
and so if you're saying, you know someone said to me the other day, "I 
only get 20 to 30 visits a month." that includes probably like the visits that 
you're taking on your website by the way, or other random people who are 
checking it out. Like how many qualified leads and visits are coming to 
your website a month? If you want to make more sales online, you really 
need to be thinking about like every 100 people who are qualified that 
land on my site out of every 100, one person will buy. Now if you've a warm 
audience and people who know who you are and they like you, the 
potential for them to buy is a lot higher, this is why building an email list is 
so powerful. This is where it all starts. Front facing, you need a good 
website and you need, it needs to be set up for conversion so that people 
actually, when they land there they'll buy.  

                         The second thing is to be emailing frequently enough. Now the one thing 
that people do is they send people from an email to the home page of a 
site, definitely do not do, or they're just sending out, they're not finding 
that right balance of content creation for email marketing and they're just 
sending out emails for their blog posts that they're putting out. You have 
an e-commerce brand or you're trying to sell jewelry online, that's nice but 
the conversion on a blog post is going to be a lot less than something on a 
direct call to action email where you're selling a product. The purpose of 
this is to rotate all of these pillars and factors, the know, the like, the trust 
in your email marketing strategy so that you can get to a point where 
emailing maybe at least once a week maybe two times a week people 
want to open your emails because you're providing so much value for 
them.  
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                         So let's get started on sort of more and the tactical part of the content 

because I want you to think about how you can really step outside your 
comfort zone and start to train your customers to buy from you, and this is 
really where it's going to start. You need to ask people and do things in a 
way that might not necessarily feel comfortable at first, but you'll get used 
to it, and a lot of this has to do with grassroots guerilla marketing that I 
think is sometimes discounted and people don't pay attention to. I want 
you to be thinking about this from a really basic level fist. 

                         The first thing that you want to be doing is really always be focusing, 
always be list building, always be building your email list. We have plenty 
of podcasts about this, I'll list some of the podcast that we have about list 
building. The one that comes to mind right away is Episode 87, and it's all 
about different ways that you can build your email list so you can 
reference that because I go into a little bit more detail. And then there's 
also ways that you can test your email sign up for your opt in offer which is 
Episode 138. I'll have those both listed over at the show notes. So you really 
want to be building your email list, and when you start I would just go 
with the low hanging fruit.  

                         This means like every single person who's ever bought a piece of jewelry 
from you before. I talked to like three people today alone who have Square 
and that's how they actually sell their jewelry when they're doing their in 
person shows and stuff, and they have an email marketing system, but 
that two lists, there is a disconnect, and so people are marketing through 
two platforms, they're not really thinking. You need to figure out a way to, 
number one, merge those lists, get them in one place, find a way to 
transfer everything into one place but think about all the other customers 
that you've helped. Can you get them all on your main email list, I would 
reach out to all of them individually, get them marketing and start getting 
them and teaching them to buy online. 

                         The next step is that you can take the people that you already have on 
your email lists and give them some sort of referral opportunity, this is a 
great way for you to maybe do some sort of loyalty for every five referrals 
you can get some sort of tracking link for someone who opts on their list 
they get five points towards a piece of jewelry on your website, which I 
think is a really great incentive to get people getting their friends involved 
in your brand. If you sell on Etsy, you need to be focused on diligently 
trying to get those people who buy from you on Etsy over to your website. 
It is a really a challenge, but you can do this by putting some sort of insert 
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into a box. I would make it so that they can sign up to get some sort of 
free gift, something that is really juicy and I hate the word "juicy", but I just 
used it. Something that they just really can't resist to download on the site. 
So it might be a style guide, it might be... I mean you don't really want to 
train people for discounts, but they really do work with Etsy customers 
because it's more of a kind of discounted place or platform, you know, on 
the first thing, but once you get them on your list you can start nurturing 
them more, you can direct message people and offer them a link to 
something where they can go themselves to maybe like opt in for a piece 
of content that you have, because I know that you can message people 
directly, you are not allowed to take their emails off of Etsy, but maybe 
there's a way that you can transition a conversation and turn that into 
something where they can actually take the next step themselves and opt 
in on their own. So really think strategically about how you're getting your 
Etsy customers to your website, because you really don't want that Etsy 
business to go away. 

                         The next thing is to do things through search and social media. This is like 
SEO, Pinterest, YouTube, the typical social media platforms like Facebook 
and Instagram and any other maybe Twitter if you use Twitter, but these 
are really more passive ways to build your list, so like the easiest ones are 
the first ones that I'm actually talking about, previous customers, lowest 
hanging fruit, friends and family who can get on your list and maybe 
spread the word about what you're doing, get their referrals, transfer your 
existing customers or existing sales from Etsy with their permission over 
to your email list, and then things like SEO, Pinterest, search, social media 
become valid.  

                         They are much harder to get people to actually take that next step, 
especially in this day and age, it's not as easy to do it, but if you give them 
something good like some sort of download and you're really working 
your stories and doing things in the right way, this can really work for 
driving traffic and getting people onto your email list. And if all you are 
doing is posting jewelry and you're not doing something to try and get 
people actually on your email list with your social media, you're really 
using a big mistake.  

                         Facebook groups is a great way to do this as well because this is an 
opportunity for you to actually have a conversation with people, if you 
have a group for your jewelry brand, and then you can have some sort of 
special promotion like the only way you can get access to it is if you sign 
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up for my email list. In person shows, this is a huge missed opportunity for 
people, I think there's multiple ways that in person shows that you can 
diligently get email addresses, I think the most important thing is that you 
tech proof this.  

                         I was talking with a designer recently, she had an amazing one of a kind 
show in Chicago, and she was using an iPad to collect email addresses 
and there was a glitch and she wasn't able to collect any of the email 
addresses and she had like a great show, she did over $20,000 at the 
show, and basically didn't get any of those email addresses because of it. 
So you want to make sure that your tech proofing and that you're testing 
things and checking it to make sure that it actually works so that at the 
end of a show or something you're not crying with your hands in your face 
because you didn't collect the email address. 

                         Every single show matters, doesn't matter if there's 10 people that you 
interact with on a show or thousands, you want to collect every single 
address because those are hot leads, they are people who are interested 
in hearing from you, and also for the buyers and other people who sign up 
for your list, give them a card with something special where they can get a 
gift with purchase on your website. This is a great way to transfer those 
people over. Make sure that you test your opt in sequence, we talked 
about this and I also posted episode number 138 where you can think 
about different opt in ideas for your website.  

                         Any, and I mentioned this before, but any sort of payment processing 
system, I mentioned Square before, but if you're using another payment 
processing system and you collect email addresses, transfer those over to 
your email CRM. Same thing with your Shopify or anywhere that you're 
actually sending emails from. As you're building your email list, make sure 
you have an automated email sequence on the front end building that 
know, like and trust factor. This is something that we work on intensely 
with our SOS students, it's a really important part of the program when 
they're in that, it's one of the 1st things that we work on with them, is 
getting our nurture sequence set up.  

                         And then make sure that you have a list building tools all over your 
websites, you can have PDF downloads, you can have style guides. Andrea 
Leed, she's one of our SOS coaches and she's been a member of our 
Diamond Insiders community and taken all of our programs, is a killing at 
with her opt in. She has this amazing necklace styling guide, she only 
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designs one of a kind pieces, it's an amazing, incredible list builder for her, 
and because she's warmed up her audience so much with these amazing 
gifts that she's giving away, she's been able to sell out of every collection 
that she puts on there. 

                         The next thing that you need to do to train people to buy from you online 
is to email your list. This is really important, email, email, email at least one 
time a week. When I was talking with Colleen I said, "What was it that you 
did?" She's like, "I started emailing people once a week, is more than I feel 
comfortable with, but it's actually working, it's taken some time but it's 
working." So think about what your objectives are in your business. Is it to 
make sales or is it something else?  

                         Think strategically about hiring emailing people. You're just sending them 
to events, that's not the same as sending them to products to buy on your 
site. If you are sending them only nurture content and you're not sending 
sales promotion emails, then you're not going to get sales, but if you're 
only doing sales promotion emails, then you're going to get unsubscribed. 
So it's finding that balance between the two, between nurture content, 
know, like, trust, social proof. I just had an interview today that's coming 
out in a couple of weeks with Ivy Burnett and we talk a lot about 
marketing strategy and how to really build brand validity through email 
and guerrilla marketing tactic. So this is one of the things that we've 
talked about, emailing frequently and figuring it out. 

                         But one thing that I think is, you know, I was talking with one of our 
designers today and I'm like, "Who would you like to buy from online?" 
She says, "I don't shop online." Well if you're trying to sell a product online 
you need to be a student of online marketing and learn how to sell 
products online. Because if you don't what's going to happen is that you 
are not going to know how to sell, and so what I love to do is I'm on a 
select couple of people's emails list, brands that I like, I diligently watch 
what they are sending out, how they're marketing and try to really 
understand why it resonates so much with me.  

                         The reason why this is so important is because what works on us, we 
typically have a lot of qualities of our dream clients within us. Our dream 
clients are sometimes modeled after us, they have sometimes have 
similar shopping habits, if you don't like to shop, I have to say I hope that 
you're not like your dream client, maybe your dream client's an elevated 
version of you and she likes to shop. But at the end of the day, the thing 
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that's really important is that figure out what works on you because 
typically there are some resemblance of you as a personality in your brand, 
and your habits are going to be things that resonate with your dream 
customers. So think about it that way, building know, like and trust and 
making sure that you're pitching your products in your emails enough 
and really building that desire around your brand.  

                         I don't want you to really forget about the grassroots aspect of this, 
because this is part of, we talked a little bit about guerrilla marketing, but 
there is no shame in asking your friends and family for help. When I 
started my business back in the day, built my entire email list out of doing 
trunk shows at a friend or family member's house, inviting all of the 
people I knew asking them to invite all the people they knew and building 
parties out of that, and then eventually I created this audience, people 
who knew me that I was going to come to Newport Beach once a year at 
Christmas time and do a trunk show at my sister Nicky's house.  

                         People knew that I did three trunk shows in San Francisco every year 
when I was living there and then I whittled it down to two when I was no 
longer living there because of the travel. People knew that when in New 
York, that they were going to have an opportunity to come view my 
collection twice a year at the sample sale and the trunk shows that I 
would have, and I would have one sample sale a year and one trunk show. 
And they would come and I built my email lists that way. So asking friends 
and family, doing this grassroots marketing thing really,ww really works. 

                         In fact, I remember my friend Tiffany carried around bag of jewelry for me, 
I was in business for over 10 years at this point, I had a very successful 
brand, but I was trying to get rid of extra inventory, she would carry it 
around her office, sell the jewelry, get people's email address, and I built 
my email lists with that. So don't be shy, there's a lot of ways to sell and 
you got to be scrappy and really think outside of the box. And then once 
you start to train people and they're actually buying from you online, it 
becomes easier.  

                         I would definitely have a special offer promotion every single month that 
does not mean a discount, but you're doing something special for the 
people on your email list every single month where they want to maybe 
share it with their friends and family where you're teasing it online, where 
you're getting people excited about it. Those promotions online can be 
things like a Facebook Live trunk show, it might be a behind the scenes 
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special sample sale on your website that no one knows about except for 
your VIP's, it might be a lot of different things. I want you to think outside 
of the box as we're doing this. I was coaching a designer the other day and 
we were talking about how I'm like, "This is where your creativity really 
comes into play." Her sales were down at the show and I'm like, "What can 
you do to make up that cash this month?" and she said to me, "I don't 
know maybe I'll have a trunk show in person." I'm like, "You're in a 
program for online, like what can we do to leverage it online?" and I said, 
"What about if you did a tandem Facebook Live trunk show?"  

                         She was hesitant, we're going to work through it with her because she's 
never done one before, but this is where like kind of getting outside of 
your comfort zone becomes really important, because Facebook live trunk 
shows, if you do the promotion in the right way can be an awesome way 
to reach an audience who can't make it to you in person or to reach a 
bigger audience of people who maybe missed your outdoor show that 
you were doing in Montana because it was a sideways snow storm that 
day or something like that. I'm just making stuff up, but I want to really 
think outside of the box of how you can get those customers and work on 
that grassroots marketing piece because this is the most important part, 
and do those special promotions online whether it's a Facebook Live sale, 
promotion in a group or whatever. 

                         And then finally, another piece of this grassroots thing is that if you have 
customers that you work with personally that you know, I would send 
them individual emails and get them to shop on your website. It is the 
best way possible. I don't want to judge anyone or get in the wrong way, 
but don't be lazy, and I'm saying that's because people love that individual 
correspondents. They will feel really special if you reach out individually to 
people who've purchased in the past. They're going to think that they're 
special and the likelihood of them buying again because they received a 
personal email or message or note from you is very, very high. These are all 
ways that you can train your customers to buy from you online. 

                         One final way is to have exclusive pieces that are only available, like for 
limited periods of time, or only available on your website, something like 
that. This is the reason why people like Alex Camacho of Acid Queen 
jewelry and Karen Scully of Soliloquy do so well because they have 
production lines, but then they also have these limited one of a kind 
pieces that sell out right away because they're doing these big 
promotions around it. Now I know a lot of people are trying to sell their 
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more ready to wear jewelry, and that's great and fine and dandy, but if 
there is, you know, if you can do something that creates this urgency in a 
sell out kind of mentality, then you have a much better opportunity to 
continue to grow your business and train customers to actually buy from 
you online. On a final note, I couldn't end this podcast without saying the 
most important key to this is consistency, you can't email sporadically, you 
can't do this like randomly here and there, you have to do this every single 
month and week and get it into your habit system so that you're 
consistently doing this over and over again, or else your efforts are going 
to fall flat.  

                         Like the one thing is just like consistency is key, that's how you're going to 
do this. So if you want to train your customers to buy from you online, I'd 
love to invite you to check out this workshop that we're having, it's as I 
mentioned earlier, it's an eight week workshop, but we typically are going 
to add a little bit extra stuff in there. It will be me and several experts and 
we're going to actually be getting stuff done, it's not a course, it's not like a 
training type of thing, it's really more of a workshop, so it's time to 
implement and actually get this done in your business. So I'm excited 
about it, and if you want to hear more you can apply over at 
FlourishThriveAcademy.com/TrainMyCustomers, that's 
FlourishThriveAcademy.com/TrainMyCustomers and I'm going to link this 
over in the show notes as well. 

                         Thank you for listening, I can't believe we're almost up on 200 episodes, 
episode 191 hollar, I'm excited about this. And at the end of the day what I 
really want to do for you is to help you build a business that you love, grow 
a business that is lighting you up all the time and keeping you really in 
that state of getting things done based on what it is that you're trying to 
create. So if you're with me, you're with me, and thank you so much for 
listening to the podcast. So if you haven't done so yet, I would love for you 
to rate and review it and let us know what you think, especially let us 
know what you love about this podcast. I've had such a blast bringing it to 
you, and if we're not friends yet on Instagram, let's be friends, head on 
over to @TracyMatthewsNewYork, @Flourish_Thrive and my new brand 
@CreativesRuleTheWorld, I'd love to chat with you and say hello. I'll talk to 
you soon, thanks so much for listening, bye for now. 
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